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1 Introduction

Kaplan (1989) showed us that demonstratives are special for two reasons. First, they are connected to the

context: the “canonical” uses of demonstratives (to adopt Roberts’s (2002) terminology) are associated

with demonstrations, extralinguistic acts that determine the reference. Second, they’re a particularly

clear case of constituents with what Kaplan calls “prepropositional” content – that is, the content of a

demonstrative, and in particular, the associated demonstration, doesn’t interact directly with the main

assertion. For example, the referent of the demonstrative doesn’t seem to vary across worlds, even when

we explicitly consider worlds in which the circumstances of the context are varied:

(1) [Pointing at John throughout] If John and Mary switched places, that person would be a woman.

(2) [Pointing at John throughout] If John and Mary switched places, the person I’m pointing at
would be a woman. (Kaplan 1989; Roberts 2002)

Example (1) is false, while example (2) is true for many speakers.1 So even though the phrase that

person can be paraphrased as the person the speaker is pointing at, the two phrases don’t mean the

same thing. The definite description can take narrow scope in this sentence, and the demonstrative

appears to be scopally inert, taking widest scope only. This is the sort of fact that led Kaplan to argue

that demonstratives have direct reference: that is, the referent of the demonstrative phrase is “loaded

directly into the proposition,” and the content of the demonstrative does not play a direct role in the

main assertion.
∗I am grateful for insightful comments from Sandy Chung, Donka Farkas, Michela Ippolito, Jim McCloskey, James

Isaacs, Line Mikkelsen, the members of the UCSC Semantics Interest Group, Fall 2003, and the audience at NELS 2003.
1Those speakers who do not accept (2) appear to be interpreting the definite description as the person I’m pointing at

now ; that is, they take the present tense to be indexical. If the present tense in the description requires the description to
refer to something in the actual context, then of course the referent will not vary across worlds. Unlike the scopal inertness
of demonstrative descriptions, however, the scopal inertness of the definite description in (2) is not an intrinsic feature
of definite descriptions. As far as I know, all speakers judge (i) to be true in the relevant context, showing that definite
descriptions can in principle take narrow scope for all speakers.

i. [Pointing at John throughout] If John and Mary switched places, the person I would be pointing at would be a
woman.
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But that’s not the end of the story about demonstratives. Subsequent researchers noticed that in

many ways, demonstratives behave much like other definite noun phrases. Under some circumstances,

demonstratives can take narrow scope with respect to quantifiers and intensional operators. That’s a

problem for an account that assumes that demonstratives have direct reference.

Just what the scopal possibilities of demonstrative descriptions are has been a matter of some confu-

sion in the literature; one of the goals of this paper is to characterize the scopal possibilities of demon-

strative descriptions in detail. I will argue that different subtypes of demonstrative descriptions have

different scopal possibilities. I’ll distinguish three subtypes of demonstrative descriptions in particular:

deictic demonstratives, which refer to entities in the context of utterance and are scopally inert; anaphoric

demonstratives, whose scope depends on the scope of the antecedent; and a construction I will call the

explicit demonstrative construction, which has the same scopal possibilities as definite descriptions.

Deictic and anaphoric demonstratives, as shown in (3-4) below, are relatively well-known, but explicit

demonstratives, as shown in (5), have been virtually ignored in the literature.

(3) (Pointing at John) That man is tall.

(4) A dogi lives next door. That dogi likes to howl at firetrucks.

(5) [That hero][who killed the dragon][will inherit half the kingdom.]

Explicit demonstratives are characterized by an “extra” postnominal phrase, typically a relative

clause, in a separate intonational phrase. (The brackets in (5) indicate intonational phrasing.) I will

argue that this phrase is the explicit second argument of the demonstrative determiner, an argument

that is implicit for deictic and anaphoric demonstrative descriptions. Adding the explicit demonstratives

to the account not only expands the empirical coverage of the analysis but provides important evidence

for the semantic type that I will propose for the demonstrative determiner.

In addition to accounting for fine distinctions among demonstratives, an account of demonstrative

descriptions should address the similarities and differences between demonstrative descriptions as a whole

and other definite noun phrases. The distinction between definite descriptions and demonstrative de-

scriptions is of particular interest, given that both have substantive descriptive content and thus, at least

on superficial inspection, appear to be closely related. I will argue that the adoption of the determined

reference approach to definiteness (Farkas 2002) leads to new insights into the place of demonstrative

descriptions among other definite noun phrases.

The remainder of this section lays out some groundwork for the analysis: we’ll see why demonstrative

descriptions belong to the class of definites and what they can refer to. Section 2 considers several

types of definite and demonstrative descriptions in depth. As we look at each type of demonstrative

description, we’ll consider its scopal possibilities and its similarities and differences with analogous definite
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descriptions. The observations in this section lead to the analysis presented informally in Section 3.

Section 4 reviews several approaches to definiteness, and Section 5 shows how one of these approaches

can be used to implement the analysis of demonstrative descriptions in a way that sheds light on the

relation of demonstrative descriptions to other definite noun phrases.

1.1 Terminology

As research on demonstratives and definiteness is not entirely free of terminological confusion, I should

clarify what I mean by a few terms. In what follows, I use the term noun phrase to refer to the

constituent traditionally called NP and now more frequently called DP. I will assume that a noun phrase

is syntactically a DP because in my analysis, the demonstrative determiner takes the following nominal

as a semantic argument; the DP analysis brings the syntactic structure close to the semantic structure

that I propose. The syntactic category of the phrase is not, however, crucial to my analysis.

A definite description in this paper is a noun phrase beginning with the, and a demonstrative descrip-

tion is a noun phrase beginning with a demonstrative determiner, that is, the constituent that many

philosophers call a “complex demonstrative.” The term definite noun phrase, or definite for short, refers

to the class of noun phrases that includes definite descriptions, demonstratives, names and definite pro-

nouns. Finally, the descriptive content of a definite or demonstrative description is the (semantic value

of the) noun phrase without the determiner.

1.2 Demonstratives are Definite

Demonstrative descriptions are definite noun phrases. This is traditional wisdom, and it is confirmed

by diagnostics showing that demonstrative descriptions pattern with definite descriptions, names and

pronouns, contrasting with indefinites, on the one hand, and (uncontroversially) quantificational noun

phrases, on the other.

First, demonstrative and definite descriptions pattern together on four syntactic diagnostics that

Lyons (1999) attributes to Postal, shown below. The (d) examples show that indefinites exhibit different

behavior from the definites in these environments.

(6) a. Big as that boy is, he can’t lift it.
b. Big as this boy is, he can’t lift it.
c. Big as the boy is, he can’t lift it.
d. ? Big as a boy is, he can’t lift it.

(7) a. That house is mine.
b. This house is mine.
c. The house is mine.
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d. ? A house is mine.

(8) a. All of those women read the book.
b. All of these women read the book.
c. All of the women read the book.
d. * All of some women read the book.

(9) a. * There is that unicorn in the garden.
b. * There is this unicorn in the garden.
c. * There is the unicorn in the garden.
d. There is a unicorn in the garden.

Certain uncontroversially quantificational noun phrases, such as every man and most dogs, also pat-

tern with definite descriptions on these diagnostics, which in fact pick out the class of strong quantifiers

in the terminology of Barwise and Cooper (1981).

The strong-weak distinction is of course not the only distinction that can be made among noun

phrases. Noun phrases also differ in their ability to license cross-sentential anaphora. Every kind of de-

scription (demonstrative, definite and indefinite) licenses cross-sentential anaphora, while quantificational

noun phrases do not.

(10) . . . That mani came in. Hei coughed.

(11) . . . This mani came in. Hei coughed.

(12) . . . The mani came in. Hei coughed.

(13) . . . A mani came in. Hei coughed.

(14) . . . Every mani came in. *Hei coughed.

(15) . . . No mani came in. *Hei coughed.

The traditional class of definite noun phrases, then, can be distinguished from indefinites and from

uncontroversially quantificational phrases. Löbner (1985) goes one step further. Looking at the logical

properties of noun phrases, he provides evidence that definite descriptions, as opposed to quantificational

noun phrases and indefinites, are individual terms, that is, constituents whose semantic contribution is an

entity. He focuses on names and definite descriptions, but the argument holds for all definites, including

demonstrative descriptions.

According to Löbner (1985), individual terms have three logical properties. First, they cannot be

negated. A large class of noun phrases, including definites, have this property. Some quantificational

noun phrases can be negated, and thus are not individual terms.

(16) a. * Not the child is playing.
b. * Not the children are playing.
c. * Not that child is playing.
d. * Not he is playing.
e. * Not some child is playing.

(17) a. Not all children are playing.
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b. Not every child is playing.
c. Not many children are playing.

Second, if a predicate P applied to an individual term t yields a true proposition, then ¬P (t) cannot

be true. Indefinites and some quantificational noun phrases do not have this property: examples (18-20)

below are not contradictions, so the noun phrases in these examples are not individual terms. Definites

have this second logical property, since (21-23) below are contradictions.

(18) A girl is tall and a girl is not tall.

(19) Several girls are tall and several girls are not tall.

(20) Many girls are tall and many girls are not tall.

(21) #The girl is tall and the girl is not tall.

(22) #That girl[pointing at Mary] is tall and that girl[pointing at Mary] is not tall.

(23) #Shei is tall and shei is not tall.

Finally, for an individual term t, if P (t) is false, then ¬P (t) must be true. The second and third

properties are different because Löbner assumes a logic in which some propositions lack truth values.

Again, definites have this property but quantificational and indefinite noun phrases do not. For example,

if All the children are dirty is false, it does not follow that All the children are clean is true; there could

be some dirty and some clean children. But if The children are dirty is false, it does follow that The

children are clean is true. Note that according to Löbner, the sentence The children are dirty only has

a truth value if all the children are dirty or all the children are clean. Its truth value is undefined for a

mixed group. Demonstratives and other definite noun phrases behave likewise.

I won’t discuss these logical properties further in this paper, but it’s worth noting that the analysis of

demonstrative descriptions developed below is consistent with the claim that all definites are individual

terms.

1.3 What Definites Can Refer To

Research on definite noun phrases tends to focus on examples in which the definites refer to individuals.

But that is not the only possibility, as many researchers have noticed. Below are examples of definites

that refer to plurals, masses, and kinds.

(24) a. The children are playing.
b. Those children are playing.

(25) a. The music is loud.
b. That music is loud. (Löbner 1985)

(26) a. The lead singer of Cosi Fan’ Tutte is usually a baritone.
b. [pointing at a tenor singing a baritone role]

That singer is usually a baritone.(Nunberg 1993)
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In addition, definite noun phrases that appear in nonargumental positions sometimes display special

characteristics. For example, recent work by Line Mikkelsen (p.c.) suggests that demonstrative pronouns

and definite descriptions in the subject position of specificational copular clauses, such as (27-28) below,

are interpreted as properties, not entities.

(27) That is Ingrid Bergman.

(28) The lead actress in Casablanca is Ingrid Bergman.

A complete account of definites should, of course, cover all of these cases. Nevertheless, in this paper

I’ll concentrate on argumental definites that refer to individuals, which is the simplest case. The account

developed here should extend straightforwardly to other argumental definites as long as the entities in the

universe of discourse include plural individuals, masses and kinds along with the more familiar singular

individuals. The analysis is also compatible with the possibility that the semantics of nonargumental

noun phrases is different from that of argumental noun phrases.

2 Types of Demonstrative and Definite Descriptions

2.1 Deictic Descriptions

Demonstrative and definite descriptions can be used to refer to something in the context of utterance.

I’m going to call this the deictic use of definites. The use is exemplified in (29-30) below, which are

felicitous if uttered in a room containing a purring cat:

(29) The cat is purring.

(30) That cat is purring.

However, the conditions on the deictic use of these expressions are not identical. Sentence (30) is

felicitous in a context containing more than one cat. Sentence (29) is probably not felicitous in such a

context. Probably? Let’s take a closer look.

Suppose the context of utterance contains three cats, all of whom are prowling around the room with

equal energy, and none of whom belong to the speaker. In this case, (29) is unacceptable. Since this is

the blandest possible scenario, the standard wisdom (following Russell 1905) is that a deictic use of a

definite description requires that there be exactly one entity in the context that satisfies the descriptive

content. Most researchers have noticed, however, that certain pragmatic factors can help determine the

referent of a definite description; as long as a single referent can be picked out somehow, the definite

description is licensed. For example, suppose that one cat is in the speaker’s lap and purring loudly,

while the other two are hiding silently behind the furniture. Then (29) is acceptable again. Sentence

(29) is also acceptable if one of the cats belongs to the speaker, regardless of how the cats are behaving.
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The relevant pragmatic factors have been characterized in many ways. For example, Hawkins (1991)

argues that a general process of pragmatically driven domain restriction is at play, Löbner (1985) argues

that the descriptive content of a definite description often includes implicit material, and von Heusinger

(1997a,b) argues that a definite description is licensed in the deictic use when there is a single most salient

entity in the context that satisfies the descriptive content. If there are no special circumstances affecting

the relative prominence of the entities in the context, then of course the descriptive content alone must

determine the unique referent. The notion of “salience” is important to demonstrative descriptions as

well as definite descriptions, and we’ll encounter it several more times.

In a context containing a single most prominent cat, the subject of (30) may refer to that most

prominent cat. No demonstration is required in this case. However, demonstrative descriptions do not

impose the same uniqueness condition as definite descriptions. Provided that the demonstrative in (30) is

accompanied by an appropriate demonstration, it can equally well refer to a cat that was not previously

“salient” in any sense. By “appropriate demonstration,” I mean an extralinguistic act that allows the

interpreter to identify one referent unambiguously. In other words, demonstrative descriptions refer

uniquely, but their referent is not determined by descriptive content alone or even by the descriptive

content supplemented by pre-existing pragmatic factors.

Deictic descriptions, whether definite or demonstrative, have widest scope only. Let’s start by looking

at a simple example involving a quantificational noun phrase. In (31-32) below, if the definite and

demonstrative descriptions are taken to be anaphoric to every dog in my neighborhood, then they have

narrow scope under the universal quantifier.

(31) Every dog in my neighborhood, even the meanest, has an owner who thinks that dog is a sweetie.

(32) Every dog in my neighborhood, even the meanest, has an owner who thinks the dog is a sweetie.

However, if the same descriptions are taken to be deictic, then they have wide scope. Below, the

demonstrative description is accompanied by a demonstration to force a deictic interpretation.

(31′) Every dog in my neighborhood, even the meanest, has an owner who thinks that dog [pointing
at Fido] is a sweetie.

Since definite descriptions are not accompanied by demonstrations, a deictic use of a definite descrip-

tion is harder to force, but the deictic reading is possible for the definite description in (32) if there is a

salient dog in the context. Suppose the speaker’s dog is running around the room — then the definite

description in (32) can refer to that dog, and will take wide scope.

The conventional wisdom that definite and demonstrative descriptions always take wide scope with

respect to negation has been challenged by King (2001), who argues that deictic demonstratives can take

narrow scope under negation. This position is based on examples like (33-34) below, which he argues

can be used to correct mistaken beliefs.
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(33) That monster of yours isn’t under the bed. (p. 98)

(34) [pointing at a jewel] That diamond isn’t real. (p. 107)

Example (33) is said to be a possible utterance of a mother trying to convince her child that monsters

don’t exist. But surely this sentence would only be used if the mother is playing along with the child’s

belief in the monster and only wants to assert that the monster is not under the bed.

Example (34) is said to be possible in a situation in which the speaker is trying to correct the

addressee’s false belief that a piece of cubic zirconium is a diamond. Notice, however, that (35-37) below

can also be used to correct the same mistaken belief:23

(35) That diamond is fake.

(36) That diamond is cubic zirconium.

(37) That diamond isn’t a diamond.

It seems that in (34-37),the speaker “plays along” with the false belief that the demonstratum is a

diamond in order to identify the referent, then goes on to contest that false belief. Something special is

happening – but it doesn’t require the demonstrative to be in the scope of negation. The other examples

that King provides have an equally ironic feel. I will assume that the conventional wisdom is correct in

this case: deictic definite and demonstrative descriptions cannot take narrow scope under negation.

Though the conventional wisdom following Kaplan 1989 is that deictic demonstrative descriptions

are scopally inert, this has been challenged in two cases besides the examples with negation: King (2001)

argues that deictic demonstratives can take narrow scope under attitude verbs, and Roberts (2002) argues

that deictic demonstratives can take scope under (epistemic) modals. Let’s take a look at each of these

claims in turn.

King (2001) argues that deictic demonstratives can occur in the scope of attitude verbs. Here is

a representative example. Suppose that Sherry, who works for Chanticleer toy company, believes that
2King (2001:99) claims to find a contrast below, where only (i) can be asserted truthfully by a speaker who does not

believe that any students can fly.

i. That student who can fly is not present today.

ii. That student who can fly is absent today.

I do not find a contrast here, and neither do others I’ve spoken to about this, but if a contrast between these and between
(34) and (35-37) does occur consistently for some people, then these data support King’s view that (for one dialect of
English) demonstratives can occur in the scope of negation after all.

3Jim McCloskey (p.c.) notes that there is a similar type of example with pronouns:

i. She is really a he.

Example (i) could be used to correct the addressee’s mistaken belief that the referent of the pronoun was a woman. The
gender features of pronouns are probably presuppositional (see Schlenker (2003) for discussion), and the most straight-
forward explanation of (i) is that the presupposition contributed by she (that the referent is a woman) is temporarily
accommodated by the speaker for the purposes of identifying the referent. Assigning wide scope to negation won’t help us
here — negation is a “hole,” and the presupposition that the referent of she is a woman will therefore be a requirement on
the main context regardless of the scope of negation.
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Alan has been elected CEO of Chanticleer. Sherry also believes that Alan dislikes her, and she’s unhappy

about having Alan as her boss. Under these circumstances, one can point at Alan and say:

(38) Sherry believes that that man who was just elected CEO of Chanticleer hates her.4

However (pace King), the intuitions are quite clear about this sentence; it can only be used if the speaker

believes that Alan has been elected CEO. If Sherry’s belief is false, and the speaker knows that Alan has

not been elected CEO, (38) is infelicitous. The deictic demonstrative cannot in fact occur in the scope

of an attitude verb.

Now let’s turn to Roberts’s (2002) claim that deictic demonstratives can occur in the scope of modals.

Example (39) below, which Roberts (2002) attributes to Heim, is argued to be a case of a deictic

demonstrative in the scope of a modal. This example is uttered in a room containing two panels that are

either mirrors or windows, but the speaker isn’t sure which. Each panel displays an identical chair. In

this situation, it’s not clear whether we are viewing two chairs behind separate panes of glass or multiple

reflections of one chair, and we can say:

(39) That (chair) [pointing to the left panel] could well be that (chair) [pointing to the right panel].

Before we can determine what this example tells us about scopal interactions between modals and

demonstratives, there are two complications that need to be clarified. One has to do with the nature of

images, and the other has to do with the nature of epistemic modality.

We know that demonstratives can refer to images, as well as to more run-of-the-mill individuals. We

also know that a speaker can refer to an image even if the speaker is unsure of what the image depicts.

For example, I might look at an old and blurry family photograph and exclaim, “That picture might

be a picture of me!” In this sentence, that picture rigidly designates the photograph in my hand and

me rigidly designates me, but the person depicted by the photograph varies among the epistemically

accessible worlds. When we consider (39), we need to make sure that we don’t confuse variation of the

images themselves across worlds with variation of the objects that the images depict.

Heim, who of course was not confused about images, used (39) to argue against Kaplan’s direct

reference approach to demonstratives, but her argument (which is paraphrased in Roberts 2002) can

also be taken as an argument that the demonstratives in (39) cannot have widest scope. Example (39)

can be uttered in a context c1 containing one chair or in a context c2 containing two chairs. Suppose

that the demonstratives have wide scope (or have direct reference). Then, in c1 , (39) is necessarily true,

and in c2 , (39) is necessarily false; in both contexts, (39) is equivalent to That chair is that chair (with
4This example, and many of King’s other examples of demonstratives with narrow scope, is acceptable if it is interpreted

as an explicit demonstrative, a type of demonstrative description that I discuss in section 2.3 below. My claims in this
section are about the deictic reading of examples that King takes to be deictic. One way to make sure that we’re focusing
on the deictic reading is to consider the examples when they are accompanied by an extralinguistic demonstration. As
we’ll see in section 2.3, explicit demonstratives are incompatible with demonstrations.
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appropriate demonstrations). Intuitively, (39) is different from its nonmodal counterpart, and That chair

is that chair is contingent. So the assumption that the demonstrative descriptions in (39) have wide

scope or direct reference has led us astray.

However, it’s important to recognize that (39) is interpreted with epistemic modality. That is, the

possible worlds that are considered when evaluating (39) are those that are consistent with what we

know. Example (39) cannot be interpreted, for example, with metaphysical modality, in which we

consider possible worlds that are identical to the real world up to the time of utterance. Now, epistemic

modality is special in that an epistemic modal can take wide scope with respect to anything, even proper

names. In fact, Heim’s examples seem parallel to these standard examples of identity statements:

(40) Hesperus is Phosphorus.

(41) Hesperus might be Phosphorus.

That is, the fact that a deictic demonstrative description appears to take scope under an epistemic

modal does not allow us to conclude anything about the interaction of deictic demonstratives with other

types of modals.

In fact, deictic demonstratives do not take narrow scope under metaphysical modals. Suppose that

Mary has just pulled a scarf at random out of a drawer. The drawer has red, blue and yellow scarves

in it. Mary pulled out a red scarf, but she could just as well have taken a blue one. This situation can

be described as in (42) below, where the definite description takes narrow scope under a metaphysical

modal.

(42) Mary actually pulled a red scarf from the drawer, but the scarf could have been blue.

However, a deictic demonstrative description cannot take narrow scope here. Example (43) below

can only mean that a particular red scarf could have been a different color; the referent of that scarf does

not vary across worlds.

(43) Mary actually pulled a red scarf from the drawer, but that scarf [pointing at a scarf] could have
been blue.

The conclusion that deictic demonstrative and definite descriptions have wide scope is not a surprising

one. Scope-taking operators induce variation, and the hallmark of a noun phrase with narrow scope is

that its referent varies along with some parameter. If the referent of a noun phrase is fixed as an entity

in the context, then we certainly do not expect to find the referent of that noun phrase varying.

2.2 Anaphoric Descriptions

Demonstrative and definite descriptions can be used as anaphors, as shown below.

(44) A womani entered from stage left. The womani was carrying a basket of flowers.
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(45) A womani entered from stage left. That womani was carrying a basket of flowers.

Here, again, definite descriptions and demonstrative descriptions are subject to slightly different

conditions. Roberts (2002) observes that, when there are two equally likely potential antecedents, an

anaphoric definite description is unacceptable, while a demonstrative description (or a pronoun) refers

to the most recently mentioned potential antecedent.

(46) A woman entered from stage left. Another woman entered from stage right. #The woman was
carrying a basket of flowers.

(47) A womani entered from stage left. Another womanj entered from stage right. That womanj was
carrying a basket of flowers.

(48) A womani entered from stage left. Another womanj entered from stage right. Shej was carrying
a basket of flowers. (Roberts 2002, exx. 41-42)

As we saw with the deictic use, in a bland context an anaphoric definite description is acceptable

just when there is exactly one potential antecedent. And as before, if we enrich the context enough to

make one potential antecedent more salient than the others, we can use an anaphoric definite description

even when there appears to be more than one potential antecedent. Below, in an example due to Lewis,

the last occurrence of the cat refers to the cat in New Zealand, who has been made more salient by the

preceding text than the cat in the context of utterance.

(49) [A cat is running around the room.]
The cat is in the carton. The cat will never meet our other cat, because our other cat lives in New
Zealand. Our New Zealand cat lives with the Cresswells. And there he’ll stay, because Miriam
would be sad if the cat went away. (Lewis 1979)

Abbott (2002) makes similar observations about definite and demonstrative paraphrases of donkey

pronouns, such as (50-51) below. Donkey pronouns and their paraphrases are anaphoric definites whose

antecedents happen to be interpreted as bound variables.

(50) Every farmer who owns a donkey feeds the donkey.

(51) Every farmer who owns a donkey feeds that donkey.

Definite descriptions are not perfect paraphrases of donkey pronouns. When there is more than one

potential referent for a definite in a relevant situation, definite descriptions are less acceptable than

donkey pronouns, as shown by these well-known examples, the latter of which Abbott attributes to

Elbourne:

(52) a. Everybody who bought a sageplant here bought 8 others along with it.
b. ? Everybody who bought a sageplant here bought 8 others along with the sageplant. (Heim

1982)

(53) a. Whenever a bishop meets another bishop, he blesses him.
b. ? Whenever a bishop meets another bishop, the bishop blesses the bishop.

Abbott observes that a demonstrative description can paraphrase the pronoun in the sageplant ex-

ample, although not in the bishop example:
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(54) Everybody who bought a sageplant here bought 8 others along with that sageplant.

(55) ? Whenever a bishop meets another bishop, that bishop blesses that bishop.

Intuitively speaking, the unique referent of a definite description is identified based on its descriptive

content, and the descriptive content in these examples is not enough to identify a unique referent. The

referent of a demonstrative description is identified by some extra factor. Here, the extra factor seems to

have something to do with salience. In the sageplant example, one sageplant is already “salient,” namely

the one that was used to verify the truth of the relative clause. In the bishop example, we have no way

to pick out one bishop instead of the other, so we cannot find a unique referent for the demonstrative

description. What this suggests, then, is that salience plays a central role in identifying the referent of

a demonstrative description. Earlier, we saw that a notion of salience might be one of the pragmatic

factors used to license a definite description. These examples show that salience plays a more central

role for demonstrative descriptions than for definite descriptions.

Just as we saw with the deictic use, anaphoric demonstrative and definite descriptions refer uniquely,

but the referent is determined in different ways. A single condition clearly can describe the reference

of deictic and anaphoric definite descriptions. The referent of a definite description is the unique entity

that satisfies the descriptive content, possibly enriched with pragmatic factors. Salience per se does not

appear to be decisive factor in the identification of the unique referent of a definite description, although

it may play a supporting role.

Deictic and anaphoric demonstratives refer uniquely, but their referent is not identified on the basis

of the descriptive content alone. We saw that a deictic demonstrative can refer to something that is

demonstrated by the speaker or to something that is already salient in the context of utterance, while

anaphoric demonstratives corefer with a salient antecedent.

If we assume that the function of a demonstration is to make an entity salient, then the referent of

a deictic demonstrative must be a salient element of the context. This descriptive generalization can be

extended to anaphoric demonstratives as well. Roberts (2002) suggests that anaphoric demonstratives

should be viewed as an extension of deictic demonstratives; anaphoric demonstratives are “deictic” in the

sense that they refer to something in the linguistic context rather than something in the physical context.

Since it’s not possible to literally point at an element of previous discourse, we won’t find demonstrations

accompanying anaphoric demonstratives. Therefore, the referent of an anaphoric demonstrative, unlike

the referent of a deictic demonstrative, must be salient in the context prior to the utterance of the

demonstrative description.

The scope of an anaphoric definite or demonstrative description is the scope of its antecedent. In (56-

59) below, the antecedent of each anaphoric definite has narrow scope under an operator, at least on the
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most plausible reading. Each anaphoric definite has narrow scope under the same operator. Examples

(58-59) below involve modal subordination. Modal subordination is a phenomenon in which a modal or

attitude verb allows a sentence to be interpreted as if it were in the scope of a modal or attitude verb

in the previous sentence. (See Roberts 1996 for discussion.) Examples involving modal subordination

are useful to look at here because the phenomenon makes it easy to construct examples in which an

anaphoric noun phrase and its antecedent are interpreted in the scope of the same operator.

(56) a. The grant review board didn’t return any proposal to that proposal’s author.
b. The grant review board didn’t return any proposal to the proposal’s author.

(57) a. Every dog in the neighborhood, even the meanest, has an owner who thinks that dog is a
sweetie.

b. Every dog in the neighborhood, even the meanest, has an owner who thinks the dog is a
sweetie. (Roberts 2002)

(58) a. Scott will pick a number. That number Scott picks could be odd.
b. Scott will pick a number. The number Scott picks could be odd. (King 2001)

(59) a. Mary believes that a unicorn is in her garden. She believes that unicorn is ruining her lawn.
b. Mary believes that a unicorn is in her garden. She believes the unicorn is ruining her lawn.

If the antecedent of an anaphoric definite has wide scope, then the anaphoric definite also takes wide

scope, as shown below.

(60) a. A dog down the street barks a lot. Every cat in the neighborhood is afraid of that dog.
b. A dog down the street barks a lot. Every cat in the neighborhood is afraid of the dog.

(61) a. There is a unicorn in the garden. Mary believes that unicorn is ruining her lawn.
b. There is a unicorn in the garden. Mary believes the unicorn is ruining her lawn.

The readings that we do not find are those in which the antecedent takes narrow scope under some

operator while the anaphoric definite takes wide scope, or vice versa.

The interaction of descriptions with attitude verbs is complicated by an additional factor, which is

that when a referent can be described either by a wide scope description consistent with the speaker’s

beliefs or by a narrow scope description, the wide scope description is preferred. Below, even though

the anaphoric demonstrative that unicorn has a potential antecedent with narrow scope, the use of it is

ironic at best:

(62) There is a goat in Mary’s garden which Mary falsely believes to be a unicorn. She believes that
that unicorn is ruining her lawn.

Narrow scope anaphoric definites whose descriptive content is inconsistent with the speaker’s beliefs

are acceptable when they can be interpreted as part of a coherent indirect discourse. Some speakers find

(63) acceptable, apparently because the second sentence can be taken as the continuation of a narration

of Mary’s past beliefs.

(63) Mary believed that she saw a unicorn in her garden, although later it turned out to be a goat.
Mary believed that that unicorn was ruining her lawn.
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The same preference holds for definite descriptions: the definite description is ironic at best in (64)

below, and more acceptable for some speakers in (65). I take this to be a pragmatic effect that does not

contradict the claim that anaphoric definites can take narrow scope under attitude verbs.

(64) There is a goat in Mary’s garden which Mary falsely believes to be a unicorn. She believes that
the unicorn is ruining her lawn.

(65) Mary believed that she saw a unicorn in her garden, although later it turned out to be a goat.
Mary believed that the unicorn was ruining her lawn.

The conclusion that anaphoric definites have the scope of their antecedents is no more surprising than

the conclusion that deictic demonstratives have widest scope. The referent of an anaphoric noun phrase

depends on the referent of the antecedent; if the referent of the antecedent varies, so will the anaphoric

noun phrase. The facts are so complicated that it’s easy to lose sight of this, though.

Before we leave the anaphoric descriptions, let’s consider one final complication. There is a class

of definites that are not exactly anaphoric, but are interpreted by inferring an indirect link between

the definite and some other element of the previous context. The next section discusses these special

definites, ultimately leaving them as an open problem.

2.2.1 Descriptions with Bridging Inferences

Definite descriptions such as those in (66-69) below are routine. They refer uniquely, and their referents

are not determined on the basis of their (overt) descriptive content alone. Instead, inferences based on

general knowledge (sometimes called bridging inferences) must be made.

(66) The mayor was reelected.

(67) The president is losing popularity.

(68) We bought a house. The roof leaks.

(69) A man drove past in a car. The horn was blaring loudly. (Hawkins 1991:410)

If no special circumstances intervene, the above definite descriptions will refer to the mayor of the

town in which the utterance takes place, the president of the country in which the utterance takes place,

the roof of the house that we bought, and the horn of the car that drove past, respectively. (Special

circumstances or preceding text might cause the descriptions to have different referents.) The bottom

line here is that we can in principle identify a unique referent for each of these definite descriptions as

long as we know some relevant facts about the world, such as that towns typically have exactly one

mayor each and that cars typically have one horn each.

Opinions differ as to what licenses these inferences. Hawkins (1991) gives a purely pragmatic ex-

planation: he argues that the uniqueness condition on definite descriptions always applies within a

pragmatically determined set, where knowledge about the world and previously mentioned entities can
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determine these sets. Löbner (1985), on the other hand, gives a purely semantic explanation for the

same facts: he argues that nouns have implicit arguments (mayor of x, for example) that are filled in by

contextual information, resulting in definite descriptions whose descriptive content determines a unique

referent. We’ll return to these analyses in section 4.3 below. For now, we can observe that the reference

of definite descriptions must be sensitive in some way to background knowledge.

Constructed examples of demonstratives in this indirect use tend to sound unacceptable:

(70) *We bought a house. That/This roof leaks.

(71) *A man drove past in a car. That/This horn was blaring loudly.

As a result, it’s generally assumed that this use is impossible with demonstratives. However, Apothéloz

and Reichler-Béguelin (1999) provide several attested examples of demonstratives with bridging infer-

ences. The original examples are in French, but their English translations are also fully acceptable.

Representative examples are given below.

(72) But when will we make up our minds to tax the large incomes and fortunes of multimillionaires
in the way that small incomes are taxed to the last franc? Example: if we collected a tax of
700,000 francs (local, county and federal) on an income of one million (and there are those who
‘earn’ even more), this taxpayer would still have 300,000 francs at his disposal.

(73) The Marquis de Cuevas had married Rockefeller’s grandchild. With this money, he created a
ballet.

(74) It is a worrisome time [for] the tenants of some Fribourg buildings. They have benefited from a
seasonal respite, but the owners intend to sell these apartments.

(75) The TCS (automobile club), born in 1896 in Geneva from a union of a handful of cyclists, is
made up today of a majority of car owners, since this means of travel has never been equalled.

Apothéloz and Reichler-Béguelin (1999) argue that these examples show that bridging inferences can

be used to license demonstrative descriptions as well as definite descriptions. Noting that there is a

tendency for examples like (72-75) to occur in indirect speech, they suggest that these examples should

be viewed as an extension of deictic and anaphoric demonstratives. The special feature of the demon-

stratives with bridging inferences is that they ask the interpreter to construct a derived or embedded

context (typically the context of the attitude holder’s thoughts) in which a deictic or anaphoric use of a

demonstrative is licensed.

On this view, some demonstratives require more work on the part of the interpreter than others.

Standard demonstrative descriptions require the least work; the referent can be found in the main

context. Demonstrative descriptions with bridging inferences require a lot of extra work, because they

can only be interpreted when an appropriate embedded context has been constructed. An intermediate

case is one in which the descriptive content of an anaphoric demonstrative does not match the descriptive

content of its antecedent, as in (76) below. Here, the interpreter needs to infer that the future harvest
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will be cotton, but the interpreter does not need to set up an embedded context in order to deal with

this example.

(76) He examines his future harvest for the last time before returning to the village. Sold at a
good price, this cotton should allow him to buy millet which will be scarce. (Apothéloz and
Reichler-Béguelin 1999:375)

Apothéloz and Reichler-Béguelin’s (1999) reasoning is plausible, but we need to be cautious. Examples

like (72-76) are clearly special — we may not know exactly what makes them special, but we at least

know that whatever licenses the demonstrative descriptions in these examples is relatively rare. We don’t

want to predict that bridging inferences can always be used to license demonstrative descriptions.

Let’s assume, following Löbner (1985), that a “bridging inference” is the addition of implicit material

to the descriptive content of a demonstrative or definite description. The descriptions in (66-69) would

then be interpreted as follows where the housei and the cari are anaphoric:

(66′) the mayor of the town we’re in now

(67′) the president of the country we’re in now

(68′) the roof of the housei
(69′) the horn of the cari

Once any indexical elements in these descriptions are fixed, the descriptions turn out to be seman-

tically unique in Löbner’s (1985) terminology. That is, they denote singleton sets in virtue of their

descriptive content alone; no pragmatic help is needed. In the next section, we’ll see that demonstrative

descriptions do not normally have semantically unique descriptive content.

One reason that demonstrative descriptions are not licensed by bridging inferences, then, might be

that bridging inferences typically lead to semantically unique content and demonstrative descriptions are

subject to a kind of “nonuniqueness” condition. This claim would be particularly appealing if we could

make a case that in Apothéloz and Reichler-Béguelin’s (1999) special examples, the bridging inferences

do not lead to semantically unique content. Unfortunately, I do not think this case is defensible. In (72),

for example, this taxpayer must refer to the hypothetical taxpayer with an income of one million. The

demonstrative description can therefore be paraphrased as below, where the incomei is anaphoric.

(72′) this taxpayer with the incomei of one million

Considerations of semantic uniqueness alone do not allow us to account for the cases in which demon-

strative descriptions with bridging inferences are licensed, but may nevertheless explain why demonstra-

tive descriptions with bridging inferences are normally ruled out.

The nonuniqueness condition on demonstrative descriptions is not the only thing that rules out

demonstrative descriptions with bridging inferences. Consider (77) below.

(77) We bought a house. *That window is drafty.
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Here, the mention of a house entails the existence of more than one window. If that window is inter-

preted as that window of the house, we will have a demonstrative description whose descriptive content

is not semantically unique. But even though the nonuniqueness condition is satisfied, the demonstrative

description is still not acceptable. We already know why: there is no salient window in the context, and

we saw earlier that the referent of an anaphoric demonstrative must be contextually salient.

The salience requirement gives us a second way to rule out demonstrative descriptions with bridging

inferences. The reasoning is as follows for (68): the mention of a house entails the existence of a unique

roof of that house. This is enough to license the definite description the roof, which requires a contextually

unique roof. However, the mention of a house is not enough to make the roof of that house salient in the

context. Therefore, the demonstrative description that roof will not be licensed.

I’m going to assume that demonstrative descriptions are not compatible with bridging inferences for

both of the reasons outlined above. Apothéloz and Reichler-Béguelin’s (1999) examples remain as an

open problem. They show us that demonstrative descriptions with bridging inferences are possible under

special circumstances, but it is not clear just what licenses these special cases.

2.3 Semantically Unique Definite Descriptions

Some definite descriptions have descriptive content that determines a unique referent independently of

any context. A few examples of these definite descriptions, which Löbner (1985) calls semantically unique,

are shown below.

(78) the smallest prime number

(79) the center of the Solar System

(80) the mother of John Smith

Semantically unique, nonanaphoric definite descriptions can take narrow scope under anything except

negation. In other words, they are subject to the constraints on scope that are generally assumed in the

literature on definite descriptions. In (81a) below, the referent of the governor of California does not

vary the way the referent of the indefinite a gubernatorial candidate in (81b) does. With the remaining

examples, the referent of the definite description does vary.

(81) a. John didn’t meet the governor of California.
b. John didn’t meet a gubernatorial candidate.

(82) Every dog in the neighborhood sleeps in the sunniest room in its house.

(83) The next president of the United States could be from New England.

(84) John believes that the king of France is bald.

One of the more interesting properties of semantically unique descriptions is that they seem to require

definite determiners: out of context, indefinite and demonstrative determiners are unacceptable, as shown
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below. In other words, indefinite and demonstrative descriptions appear to be subject to a nonuniqueness

condition — their descriptive content must hold of more than one individual.

(85) a. *a smallest prime number
b. *that smallest prime number

(86) a. *a center of the Solar System
b. *that center of the Solar System

(87) a. *a mother of John Smith
b. *that mother of John Smith

Given the right contextual support, however, it turns out that indefinite descriptions like (85a) and

demonstratives like (85b) are sometimes acceptable.

Hawkins (1991) observes that indefinite descriptions whose descriptive content determines a unique

referent independent of the context are acceptable with a set of predicates including the be in existentials.

For example, B’s response below is grammatical, if mathematically naive.

(88) A: There is no longest number in arithmetic.
B: Oh, I don’t know. I’m pretty sure that there is a longest number in arithmetic. (Hawkins
1991:435)

Hawkins concludes that the “nonuniqueness” condition on indefinite descriptions is a conversational

implicature, since it can be cancelled. It’s not immediately obvious that the nonuniqueness condition

on demonstratives can be cancelled in the same way. Nevertheless, I will argue that the nonuniqueness

condition on demonstratives is a conversational implicature. We’ll return to this issue after we have seen

the details of the analysis of demonstrative descriptions.

For now, it is worth observing that demonstratives like (85b) above, with a semantically unique NP

complement, are possible with a special emotive use that Robin Lakoff named “emotional deixis.” Lakoff

(1974) observes that some uses of demonstratives are strongly emotive; she argues that they express

“emotional solidarity” between the speaker and addressee. For example, (89), uttered by a nurse, sounds

sympathetic, while (90) is more neutral. According to Lakoff, (91) suggests that the speaker and the

addressee feel the same way about Kissinger. This use of the demonstrative doesn’t appear to convey

any particular feeling about Kissinger himself, since it is equally possible with the positive predicate in

(92) and the critical predicate in (93). (Incidentally, it’s also interesting that the emotive use of the

demonstrative can occur with a proper name.)

(89) How’s that throat?

(90) How’s your throat?

(91) That Henry Kissinger sure knows his way around Hollywood!

(92) That Henry Kissinger sure is a great guy!

(93) That Henry Kissinger sure is a crook!
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Semantically unique descriptions with demonstrative determiners appear to be only acceptable with

this emotive reading. Google searches, for example, returned a number of titles such as (94-96) below,

but a superficial search of the results did not turn up any emotionally colorless demonstratives with

semantically unique descriptive content.

(94) Getting that first job/date/car

(95) The Gilbreth Network: That most famous dozen

(96) Skiers, watch out for that sun

The emotive use of demonstratives displays special features in its syntax and semantics. Syntactically,

it’s not clear whether the emotive that takes a DP complement (as suggested by the proper name in

(91-92)) or an NP complement (as suggested by the determinerless descriptive content in (89) and (94-

96)). Semantically, the emotive reading is obviously special, and the “nonuniqueness” condition that

normally applies to demonstratives appears to be called off. Given these special characteristics, we don’t

necessarily expect the emotive use of demonstratives to be amenable to a unified analysis with the other

demonstrative descriptions.

On the other hand, at least one characteristic of the emotive use suggests a strong link to other types

of demonstrative descriptions. That characteristic is a salience requirement of the referent of an emotive

demonstrative.5

The emotive demonstratives cannot be used if the referent is not salient and familiar in the context.

For example, if A knows that B has a sore throat, but B does not know that A knows, it is very strange

for A to ask B:

(97) How’s that throat?

B’s throat is certainly familiar and salient to B, but in these circumstances, B is unlikely to assume

that his or her throat is salient in the context in general.

Likewise, (98-99) below are infelicitous if the addressee does not know John Smith, or if the partic-

ipants know that someone named John Smith exists, but there has been no previous discussion about

this individual.

(98) That John Smith sure is a great guy!

(99) That John Smith sure is a jerk!

But this salience requirement is the same requirement that holds of other demonstrative descriptions.

If emotive demonstratives and other demonstratives have this much in common, perhaps a unified account

is possible after all. Setting aside the syntactic issues, there are two main challenges for a unified account:

we need to explain where the special emotive layer of meaning comes from, and why the nonuniqueness
5The descriptive generalization can also be stated in terms of familiarity, and I won’t attempt to untangle those two

concepts here.
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condition is lifted. Once the analysis of other demonstrative descriptions is in place, I will sketch how

the account can be extended to emotive demonstratives.

To summarize this section, we saw that definite descriptions with semantically unique content are

routine, while demonstrative descriptions with semantically unique content occur only in special circum-

stances, namely in the emotive use. These observations are consistent with the recurring theme that the

referent of a definite description is determined on the basis of its descriptive content alone, while the

referent of a demonstrative description is not.

2.4 Explicit Demonstratives

The construction that I will call the explicit demonstrative construction is illustrated below. It is found

in formal registers, and consists of a stressed that (or those) followed by an NP complement, and a PP or

CP in a separate intonational phrase. Below, capitals indicate stress and brackets indicate intonational

phrases.

(100) [THAT hero] [who KILLS the dragon] [will INHERIT half the kingdom.]

(101) [THAT runner] [who comes in LAST] [will RECEIVE a consolation prize.]

(102) [THAT professor] [with the LARGEST grant] [will be HONORED by the division.]

The heavy stress on the demonstrative is obligatory in this construction. If the main stress is shifted

to the noun, the result is an ordinary demonstrative which, among other things, is incompatible with

the bare present tense found in (100-101) and compatible with a canonical demonstration.

(103) *That HERO who kills the dragon will inherit half the kingdom.

(104) [Pointing at Sir George] That HERO who killed the dragon will inherit half the kingdom.

Demonstrative determiners can of course be stressed in other constructions. Example (105) below

is an item from a list of potential candidates for California governor in the 2003 recall campaign. The

capitalization (a textual indication of stress) emphasizes the contrast between the candidate’s family and

the well-known political dynasty.

(105) Edward Thomas Kennedy, Trinity (not of THAT Kennedy family)6

The postnominal phrase is required in the construction. When the postnominal PP or CP is missing,

as below, the phrase can only be interpreted as a standard demonstrative with contrastive stress on

the determiner. That is, (106) can only be used if there is another last runner who will not receive a

consolation prize. No such requirement holds of (101) above.

(106) THAT last runner will receive a consolation prize.

6San Francisco Chronicle, August 12, 2003
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In addition, the postnominal modifier phrase must occur in a separate intonational phrase from the

demonstrative-noun sequence. Below, the demonstrative, noun and postnominal modifier are in one

intonational phrase (try to say it in one breath, destressing the relative clause as necessary), and the

result is a standard demonstrative with contrastive stress: one hero who killed the dragon is contrasted

with other heros who also participated in the killing.

(107) [THAT hero who killed the dragon] [will inherit half the kingdom.]

The construction is incompatible with canonical demonstrations. For example, (100) cannot be

uttered while pointing at Sir George; this is perhaps not too surprising here, given that the explicit

demonstrative is in the scope of a future modal, as shown by the simple present tense marking in the

relative clause.

(100′) #(Pointing at Sir George)
[THAT hero] [who KILLS the dragon] [will INHERIT half the kingdom.]

Note, however, that explicit demonstratives can be used when the referent is known to the speaker,

as shown below.

(108) [That teacher of John’s] [who had the greatest impact on his life] (namely Mary Jones) was
featured in his autobiography.

Although (100-102) all contained modals, the explicit demonstrative does not require modality, as

shown in (108) above and in (109-110) below.

(109) [That hero] [who killed the dragon] [inherited half the kingdom.]

(110) [That runner] [who came in last] [received a consolation prize.]

Even though modality is not required, (100-102) are interesting, because they show that explicit

demonstratives can take scope under modals much more easily than standard demonstratives. Explicit

demonstratives can also take narrow scope under a matrix past tense, as shown by the use of would in

(111) below. This option is not available for deictic demonstratives, as shown in (112).

(111) That teacher who would teach John in fifth grade was hired in 1942.

(112) #(Pointing at Mary Smith)
That teacher who would teach John in fifth grade was hired in 1942.

(113) (Pointing at Mary Smith)
That teacher who will teach John in fifth grade was hired in 1942.

The fact that explicit demonstratives but not deictic demonstratives show sequence-of-tense phenom-

ena is a useful diagnostic for telling them apart. And it may be important for speakers as well.

When a relative clause in a demonstrative description is in the indicative, the demonstrative could in

principle be interpreted either as a deictic demonstrative or as an explicit demonstrative. The explicit

demonstrative option is apparently dispreferred, because it is only available (or only a salient reading)
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when the pragmatics are just right. Intuitively speaking, the property contributed by the relative clause

must be useful or relevant. Below, (114) is perfectly acceptable, perhaps because if we’re picking out one

of John’s teachers it makes sense to organize them by the amount of impact they have had on John’s

life. Example (115) is somewhat less acceptable, while (116) sounds very odd, perhaps because it’s not

relevant in this situation to organize John’s teachers by hair length.

(114) That teacher of John’s who had the greatest impact on his life was featured prominently in
his autobiography.

(115) ? That teacher of John’s who taught fifth grade was featured prominently in his autobiography.

(116) ?? That teacher of John’s who had the longest hair was featured prominently in his autobiography.

This is a pragmatic effect — if we provide a context in which hair length is relevant, (116) becomes

acceptable.

(117) John White, the famous hairdresser, was interested in hairstyles from an early age. That teacher
of John’s who had the longest hair was featured prominently in his autobiography.

However, the pragmatic effect only occurs when there is the possibility of interpreting the demon-

strative description as a deictic demonstrative. If the tense/mood marking in the relative clause ensures

that the demonstrative description is unambiguously an explicit demonstrative, then the usefulness of

the property contributed by the relative clause does not matter. Examples (118-120) below are equally

acceptable out of the blue.7

(118) That teacher of John’s who would have the greatest impact on his life was hired in 1942.

(119) That teacher of John’s who would teach fifth grade was hired in 1942.

(120) That teacher of John’s who would grow the longest hair was hired in 1942.

Henceforth, I’ll mainly use examples of explicit demonstratives that are unambiguous in order to

avoid complications from pragmatic factors.

Once we know that a postnominal phrase is required in the explicit demonstrative construction, it

is not surprising to observe that the noun and its complements cannot be semantically unique, that is,

cannot determine a unique referent out of context. If it were semantically unique, then the addition of

a postnominal modifier would be vacuous, and indeed (121) below sounds strange:

(121) #[THAT center of the universe] [which has the GREATEST mass] [will be of the MOST interest
to astronomers.]

On the other hand, it’s certainly possible for the combination of the noun and the postnominal modifier

to be semantically unique, as the appearance of the superlatives in (101-102) shows.

At first glance, the explicit demonstrative construction looks quite similar to the “he, who” construc-

tion illustrated below. Both constructions appear to contain a DP followed by a CP, both occur in formal

registers, and both have roughly the same interpretation.
7Thanks to Michela Ippolito for helping to clarify this point.
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(122) He who kills the dragon will inherit half the kingdom.

(123) He who eats an apple a day will live a long healthy life.

There is a difference, though. Notice that (123) is perfectly acceptable, while the corresponding

explicit demonstrative construction is not:

(124) ?THAT man who eats an apple a day will live a long healthy life.

Given typical background assumptions about the world, we expect to find many men who eat an

apple a day. This clearly conflicts with the requirement that an explicit demonstrative refer uniquely.8

The “he, who” construction, on the other hand, appears to involve a hidden universal quantification, so

that (123) is compatible with the existence of many men who eat an apple a day.

The explicit demonstrative construction has the same scopal possibilities as semantically unique

definite descriptions. Explicit demonstratives cannot occur in the scope of negation, but we’ve seen

that they easily occur in the scope of modals, and examples of explicit demonstratives in the scope of

quantifiers and attitude verbs are given below.

(125) Every student worked on [that problem] [which interested her most.]

(126) Mary believes that [that unicorn] [with the longest horn] is digging up her lawn.

To summarize, the explicit demonstrative construction consists of a stressed determiner that followed

by an NP, and then a postnominal PP or CP in a separate intonational phrase. It is incompatible with a

canonical demonstration. No particular tense or modality is required, but sequence-of-tense phenomena

can be used to construct unambiguous explicit demonstratives.

The explicit demonstrative construction has semantically unique descriptive content, but in a special

way. While the descriptive content as a whole (NP plus postnominal phrase) determines a unique

referent, independently of the context of utterance, the NP alone must not. Semantically unique definite

descriptions, on the other hand, do not necessarily have a subconstituent that is satisfied by more than

one entity. This difference is reflected in the intuitive difference between an explicit demonstrative like

(127) below and the definite description in (128). Both phrases have the same referent, but (127) also

evokes a contrast with other heros.

(127) that hero who kills the dragon

(128) the hero who kills the dragon

Explicit demonstratives can always be paraphrased with definite descriptions, but some definite de-

scriptions cannot be turned into explicit demonstratives. Below, (129) is an acceptable definite descrip-

tion. The corresponding explicit demonstrative is not acceptable because it does not contain an NP

complement that denotes a set with more than one element.9

8Although it is perhaps surprising that the explicit demonstrative cannot refer to a kind here, given that Nunberg (1993)
has shown that standard demonstratives can refer to kinds.

9Thanks to Sandy Chung (p.c.) for this observation.
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(129) the first hero who kills the dragon

(130) #that first hero who kills the dragon

3 The Interpretation of the Demonstrative Determiner

In section 2, we saw that the descriptive content alone does not serve to identify the referent of a

demonstrative description, but that demonstrative descriptions nevertheless refer uniquely. Clearly, the

analysis of demonstrative descriptions needs to capture the extra factor that identifies the referent.

The most straightforward move to make is to assume that demonstrative determiners have two argu-

ments: the NP complement, which contributes a domain (as it does with all noun phrases), and a second

argument, which identifies the unique referent within the domain. The proposal that a demonstrative

determiner has one more argument than we might expect has been made before. King (2001) argues that

demonstrative descriptions are interpreted as generalized quantifiers once one or more extra arguments

have been saturated. Roberts (2002) presents an account of demonstratives in which the representation of

a demonstrative contains a familiar “demonstration.” Even Kaplan (1989) suggests that demonstratives

are “completed” by a description, though he equivocates about the place of this in the analysis.

What is the nature of the second argument of a demonstrative determiner? Kaplan and Roberts

link this second argument to a demonstration. In the case of deictic demonstratives accompanied by

a demonstration, it makes sense to think of the the second argument as something that is literally

supplied by an extralinguistic act. For other demonstratives, of course, the “demonstration” must be

something more abstract than a literal pointing gesture. King identifies the second argument with a

speaker intention to refer; this is in the same spirit as Roberts’ abstract “demonstration.”

If we take seriously the idea that explicit demonstratives should be unified with standard demonstra-

tive descriptions, the view of the demonstrative determiner’s second argument changes. In the explicit

demonstrative construction, the second argument of the determiner is the postnominal phrase — that is

what is used to identify the unique referent from the set denoted by the NP. And the most straightfor-

ward assumption is that the postnominal phrase contributes a property. The demonstrative determiner

in the explicit demonstrative construction therefore appears to denote a function from two properties to

entities. (That is, it’s of type 〈〈et〉 , 〈〈et〉 , e〉〉.) The NP complement contributes the first property and

the postnominal phrase contributes the second property; the function returns the unique entity from

the set denoted by the first property that has the second property. In other words, a demonstrative

determiner finds the intersection of two sets and presupposes that the intersection will be a singleton set.

It does something more complicated than the definite determiner, which takes only one property as an
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argument.

I have argued that the relevant extra factor for deictic and anaphoric demonstratives is contextual

salience, and this suggests the implicit second argument of a deictic or anaphoric demonstrative is the

property of identity to a salient element of the context.10

If all we say about the second argument of a demonstrative is that it is a property, we’d expect to find

other properties being used as well — any property that identifies a unique referent given the context

and domain should do. But if this were the case, there would be no way for the interpreter to recover

what property was meant to fill the second argument position of a deictic or anaphoric demonstrative.

The apparent limitation of properties that actually are available for these types of demonstratives to a

single property having to do with contextual salience, not to mention common-sense reasoning about

interpretability, shows us that when the second argument of a demonstrative determiner is implicit, it

must be given to all of the discourse participants. In Fillmore’s (1986) terms, the implicit argument

is a definite null complement. This position is in the same spirit as Roberts’s (2002) claim that the

demonstration that accompanies a demonstrative must be familiar.

In this first approximation of the analysis of demonstrative descriptions, we saw that it’s possible to

give a unified account of deictic, anaphoric and explicit demonstratives. All three types of demonstrative

descriptions have the same determiner, which takes two properties as arguments. The first two types

have an implicit second argument, while the explicit demonstratives have an explicit second argument.

The analysis has a lot in common with King’s (2001) and Roberts’s (2002) proposals, but the addition of

explicit demonstratives to the picture led to a different view of the second argument of the demonstrative

determiner. Rather than linking this argument to a speaker intention or demonstration, the present

analysis treats the argument as a property. The fact that the properties that are used for deictic and

anaphoric demonstratives are related to a speaker demonstration or intention to refer falls out from the

fact that the second argument of the demonstrative determiner must be given for all discourse participants

when it is implicit.

The semantic type that I have proposed for the demonstrative determiner allows us to explain why

demonstrative descriptions are similar both to uncontroversially quantificational noun phrases and to

uncontroversially referring expressions, a state of affairs that has troubled philosophers of language (see,

e.g., Borg (2000); Braun (1995); Dever (2001)). In the present analysis, demonstrative descriptions are

referring expressions: ultimately, they contribute an entity to the semantics. (Here I depart from King,

who treats demonstrative descriptions as generalized quantifiers.) Since demonstrative descriptions are

referring expressions, we expect them to have the logical properties discussed by Löbner (1985) and to

10I assume here that a salient entity is necessarily a familiar entity.
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form a natural class with pronominal (“simple”) demonstratives. We correctly predict that demonstrative

descriptions are not as free to participate in scope ambiguities as uncontroversially quantificational noun

phrases like every dog.

On the other hand, on the current proposal demonstrative descriptions are not directly referential:

they contribute substantive descriptive content to the semantics. This predicts that demonstrative de-

scriptions will be able to take narrow scope, not freely, but just when they contain a subconstituent that

depends on an operator or bound variable. And that is exactly what we find. Deictic demonstratives take

widest scope because their content does not depend on operators or bound variables. Anaphoric demon-

stratives take narrow scope just when their second argument (the property of identity with the value of a

salient discourse referent) depends on a discourse referent that varies. And explicit demonstratives take

narrow scope when some part of the relative clause giving their second property depends on an operator

or bound variable. The scope facts thus give strong support to the claim that demonstrative descriptions

contribute their descriptive content to the semantics. The data are problematic for analyses like those

of Borg (2000) and Braun (1995), who acknowledge that demonstrative descriptions are semantically

complex but try to keep that complexity out of the truth-conditional semantics.

At this point, we’re in a position to begin to explain what demonstrative and definite descriptions

have in common and how they differ. Assuming a standard treatment of the demonstrative determiner

as type 〈〈et〉 , e〉, definite and demonstrative descriptions are both referring expressions with substantive

descriptive content. Both are subject to a uniqueness condition based on their entire content; the fact

that the unique referent of a demonstrative description is not identified on the basis of the NP complement

alone reflects the fact that the NP complement is not the entire content of a demonstrative description.

Nothing I have said so far, however, rules out a demonstrative description whose NP complement is

semantically unique. The next section turns to the question of where the nonuniqueness condition on

demonstrative descriptions comes from.

The discussion of the nonuniqueness condition will complete the informal version of the analysis.

To characterize the difference between demonstrative and definite descriptions more precisely, and to

account for their scopal possibilities, we need make some more concrete assumptions about the treatment

of definiteness. Section 4 surveys theories of definiteness with this goal in mind.

3.1 On the Status of the Nonuniqueness Condition

Earlier we saw that demonstrative descriptions whose nominal complement is semantically unique are

unacceptable.

(131) *that center of the universe
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There is no explicit nonuniqueness condition in the account developed above. Instead, the analysis

suggests that the nonuniqueness condition is an implicature.

The proposed interpretation of the demonstrative determiner is more complicated than the inter-

pretation of the definite determiner. The definite determiner takes a single property and returns the

(contextually) unique entity with that property. The demonstrative determiner takes two properties and

returns the unique entity having both properties.

Now, a semantically unique NP determines a singleton set regardless of the state of the context,

so a definite description with semantically unique content denotes a unique entity without contextual

help. If a semantically unique NP is the argument of a demonstrative determiner, the demonstrative

determiner will first intersect the singleton set with another set, and then return the same element that

the definite description identifies. Clearly, the extra step of intersection with a second set is redundant.

If the referent that we want is already fully determined by the content of the NP, then there’s no reason

to use a demonstrative description with two arguments. The definite description is simpler and gives the

same result.

The nonuniqueness condition on demonstrative descriptions thus emerges as a type of blocking effect.

It is an implicature, not an entailment or presupposition. We expect the nonuniqueness condition to

be lifted whenever a semantically unique demonstrative description is not blocked by a corresponding

definite description, that is, whenever some other factor rules out the use of a definite description.

The emotive uses of demonstrative descriptions are a prime example of a situation in which the

nonuniqueness condition is cancelled. Let’s consider now how these cases might be included in the

analysis.

Recall that the emotive demonstratives are subject to a salience requirement — (132) below cannot

be uttered unless John Smith has already been under discussion.

(132) That John Smith is a great guy!

Lakoff (1974) observes that these demonstratives suggest “emotional solidarity” between the discourse

participants. Perhaps this is because the use of the demonstrative emphasizes the fact that John Smith

is familiar and salient — emphasizing this fact also emphasizes that the participants have something in

common.

If this suggestion is on the right track, then we have a way to understand why a demonstrative de-

scription was used in (132) rather than a definite description or a name. The demonstrative description’s

second argument has to do with salience (and by extension familiarity), so the demonstrative is a natural

choice if it is important to emphasize salience or familiarity. But if a definite description cannot be
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used in the emotive case, we do not expect the blocking effect to apply. Indeed it does not, and the

nonuniqueness condition is cancelled.

We can conclude from this that the nonuniqueness condition on demonstrative descriptions is a

conversational implicature.

4 Theories of Definiteness

The ideal analysis of demonstratives should not only account for the subtle differences between demon-

stratives and definite descriptions, but also have something to say about how demonstratives fit into the

larger picture, namely the theory of definiteness.

The literature on definiteness is vast. The overview in this section can only touch on the main points

of a few of the theories of definiteness that have been proposed. The discussion focuses primarily on the

successes and failures of the theories in accounting for differences between demonstrative and definite

descriptions.

4.1 Russellian Uniqueness

Russell’s (1905) treatment of definite descriptions is one of the earliest and best known approaches to

definiteness. Although it was not originally intended to be an analysis of the English definite determiner

in natural language, many natural language semanticists have adopted it as such.

In Russell’s original account, definite descriptions are interpreted as complex quantifiers. The propo-

sition expressed by a sentence containing a definite description has three parts: it asserts the existence

of an entity that satisfies the descriptive content of the definite description, the uniqueness of the entity

satisfying the descriptive content, and the predication of the main predicate to that referent. Thus, the

Russellian interpretation of The cat left is as follows:

(133) ∃x[cat(x) ∧ ∀y[cat(y) → x = y] ∧ left(x)]

When we looked at various uses of definite descriptions in the last section, we saw that out of context

they do indeed refer uniquely, and that the unique referent appears to be determined by the descriptive

content. It’s not surprising that many natural language semanticists have found Russell’s approach

appealing. Nevertheless, the Russellian analysis faces several empirical problems.

First, the translation in (133) above gives equal status to all three of its parts, but subsequent work

(in particular, Strawson (1950)) showed that the three parts do not have the same status. The main

predication has the status of the at-issue assertion or “what is said.” The other two parts are classic

examples of presupposition — propositions that must be true in order for the at-issue proposition to be
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defined. Although Russell himself resisted this idea, it can be implemented while maintaining the spirit

of his proposal. That is, we can take the existence and uniqueness conditions to be presuppositions and

still maintain that these are the essential contributions of definite descriptions.

Second, we’ve already seen arguments that definite descriptions are referring expressions, not quanti-

fiers. Again, giving up Russell’s claim that definite descriptions are quantifiers does not mean giving up

the claim that the central contribution of definite descriptions has to do with uniqueness based on the

descriptive content.

A much more serious problem for the account is that many definite descriptions found in natural

language have descriptive content that does not determine a unique referent. Instead, as we’ve seen, the

referent of a definite description is often determined in part by pragmatic factors, including background

knowledge about the world and some notion of salience; interaction with various operators causes further

complications. Confronted with these facts, researchers tend to have two responses. Some have endorsed

the idea that the defining characteristic of definiteness has to do with uniqueness, and have proposed

various refinements of the Russellian uniqueness condition. Others have argued that the central charac-

teristic of definiteness is not uniqueness after all, and have proposed various alternative conditions. The

next two sections give an overview of some of these proposals.

Definite descriptions are not the only type of definite noun phrase or even the most common, typolog-

ically speaking. Another challenge for Russellian uniqueness, its successors, and its opponents is to find

an analysis of definiteness that extends to names, pronouns and demonstratives. Given the descriptive

generalization that the referent of a demonstrative description is determined by something other than the

descriptive content, it’s not obvious that Russellian uniqueness can be extended to demonstratives. And

although pronouns refer uniquely in a context, their lack of descriptive content precludes the application

of Russellian uniqueness.

4.2 Alternatives to Uniqueness

The best-known alternative to a uniqueness-based treatment of definiteness is an approach based on

familiarity, which was made popular by Kamp (1981) and Heim (1982). The definite and indefinite

articles are argued to help the interpreter track information about entities referred to in the discourse.

The definite determiner (and perhaps definiteness more generally) indicates familiarity, that is, that the

definite noun phrase is linked to a discourse referent already present in the discourse representation.

Discourse referents are introduced into the representation in two ways. First, the representation contains

discourse referents corresponding to entities in the physical context, and if an individual enters the
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context, a discourse referent corresponding to that individual will be introduced automatically, without

the mediation of language. Second, the indefinite article (or indefiniteness in general) indicates novelty:

the noun phrase introduces a new discourse referent. The familiarity approach clearly has an account

for the straightforward deictic and anaphoric uses of definite noun phrases.

However, many researchers have noticed that the familiarity-based approach does not account for the

semantically unique use. Since this use is widespread for definite descriptions and rare or absent with

other definites, it begins to look like the familiarity-based approach is really an account of demonstratives

and pronouns, rather than of all definite noun phrases.

Roberts (2002, 2003) develops an account of definiteness that attempts to reconcile the uniqueness-

and familiarity-based approaches to definiteness. The account is a familiarity-based approach at heart

because definite noun phrases are required to be linked to a familiar discourse referent. However, it

incorporates a type of uniqueness requirement by requiring that there be a unique familiar discourse

referent for each definite noun phrase. The account also weakens the notion of familiarity. In the

classical familiarity-based account, the entities represented by the set of discourse referents must have

been either explicitly mentioned or physically present in the context. Roberts instead assumes that a

noun phrase counts as “familiar” if the information in the context entails the existence of the referent of

the noun phrase.

Roberts’s (2003) account maintains the successes of the classical familiarity approach. In addition,

it provides an account for at least some semantically unique definite descriptions. Take, for example, a

classic semantically unique definite description like the center of the universe. Any context will entail

the existence of a unique center of the universe, so Roberts’ account correctly predicts that this definite

description will always be licensed.

Even the weakened notion of familiarity that Roberts uses might not be satisfied by all semantically

unique definite descriptions. Some definite descriptions are semantically unique but describe an entity

that won’t necessarily exist in the real world, such as the first person to reach Mars. It’s not clear that

any context will entail the existence of a referent for this definite description.

Roberts 2002 extends this treatment of definiteness to demonstratives by proposing that a demon-

strative refers to the demonstratum of a demonstration and that it is the demonstration, rather than the

demonstrative itself, that is familiar. There is a clear connection here to my claim that demonstratives

have an argument involving salience and familiarity.

The broader empirical coverage of Roberts’s (2002,2003) account comes at the cost of two disjunc-

tions: the definition of familiarity, which amounts to a list of situations in which a discourse referent

is either familiar or unique, and the generalization that definite noun phrases are subject to a familiar-
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ity condition on their discourse referent or an associated demonstration. The approach to definiteness

and to demonstratives developed in this paper is consistent with the intuitions behind Roberts’s (2002)

approach, but is implemented in a framework that allows for simpler generalizations about definiteness.

In a series of papers, von Heusinger (in press, 1997a,b) develops a a theory of definiteness based

on salience rather than either familiarity or uniqueness. The approach builds on suggestions by Lewis

(1979). According to these researchers, definite descriptions have a more specific requirement than that

their referent be unique in some way or familiar in some way. Instead, a definite noun phrase refers to the

most salient entity that satisfies the descriptive content. If nothing satisfies the descriptive content, an

arbitrary referent is chosen.11 Salience is affected by features of the context (loud things are more salient

than quiet things, and so on) and by recency of mention. Von Heusinger’s implementation assumes that

each set in the model is ordered by saliency, that choice functions are used to pick out the most salient

member of a set, and that the salience rankings change over the course of a discourse.

Von Heusinger focuses on the influence of recency of mention on salience rankings, and develops a

system in which the most recently mentioned member of a set is automatically the most salient member

of that set. However, we’ve seen that different types of definites have differing sensitivity to recency of

mention. Demonstratives and pronouns appear to be quite sensitive to recency, since recency alone can

be used to determine the reference of anaphoric demonstratives and pronouns when there are multiple

potential antecedents in different sentences. Definite descriptions, on the other hand, are less sensitive to

recency, since recency alone cannot be used to determine a unique antecedent for a definite description.

Once again, it appears that a theory of definiteness originally based on definite descriptions turns out to

be a more accurate description of demonstratives and pronouns.

By now it should be clear that although von Heusinger and I both appeal to a notion of “salience,”

we do not use the term in the same way. My use of the term might be more accurately “salience plus

familiarity,” since I assume that salience entails familiarity. Von Heusinger appears not to make this

assumption. In any case, the subtle differences in the sensitivity of definite descriptions and demonstra-

tives to salience suggests that the term is in fact a cover for multiple, subtly different factors. There is

room for more work here; the different notions of “salience” need to be teased apart.

4.3 Refinements of Russellian Uniqueness

Many researchers have followed Russell in claiming that the essential property of definite noun phrases

has to do with uniqueness of reference, but the proposed analyses are quite diverse and appear to have
11This is due to the use of choice functions to implement the analysis. Von Heusinger uses this feature to good effect

in a treatment of E-type pronouns, but it clearly introduces a new problem: the approach can’t account for why definite
descriptions fail to refer when there is no entity that satisfies their descriptive content.
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little else in common with Russell. In this section we’ll look at four theories of definiteness that are

arguably based on uniqueness of reference. Though each proposal is quite different from the others,

we’ll see that all of them have the same goal: to recast the Russellian uniqueness requirement so that it

applies, not globally, at the level of the model, but locally, when all other parameters are held constant.

Hawkins (1991) takes seriously the observation that the referent of a definite description is determined

in part by pragmatic factors, and argues that a pragmatic component must be added to the theory of

definiteness. He proposes that speakers have access to pragmatically determined subsets of the universe

of discourse in addition to the universe itself. The Russellian uniqueness condition then applies within

one of these pragmatically determined sets, not necessarily in the universe as a whole. There’s an obvious

sense in which Hawkins’ account makes the uniqueness condition apply locally.

The pragmatically determined (sub)sets relevant to definiteness have many potential sources. Previ-

ously mentioned entities form one such set, so that anaphoric definites require only that their descriptive

content be satisfied by a unique, familiar entity. Entities in the immediate context of discourse form

another set, so that deictic definites are licensed when their descriptive content is satisfied by a unique

entity in the context. Background knowledge combined with familiar or physically present items serves

to evoke various sets. For example, mention of a wedding evokes the set of its participants, licensing the

subsequent use of the bride. Finally, the universe itself counts as a pragmatically determined set, and the

semantically unique use is licensed because it refers uniquely at the level of the universe of discourse. It’s

encouraging to find that many uses of definites can be explained with a single mechanism. On the other

hand, the way in which sets can be defined is left rather vague, and it’s not always clear why unaccept-

able definite descriptions are ruled out. For example, why can’t we define a singleton set containing the

last-mentioned entity? Surely interpreters have no trouble picking out “the thing we were just talking

about.” But this set must not be available. If we had such a set, then example (46), repeated below,

ought to be acceptable.

(46) A woman entered from stage left. Another woman entered from stage right. #The woman was
carrying a basket of flowers.

Löbner (1985) is concerned with similar data to that discussed in Hawkins (1991), particularly the

definite descriptions requiring bridging inferences and the contrast between “semantically unique” definite

descriptions and those that less obviously satisfy the uniqueness condition. He presents an analysis that

looks quite different from Hawkins’s. According to Löbner’s (1985) purely semantic analysis of definite

descriptions, the definite determiner requires that the head noun is interpreted as a functional concept,

as opposed to a relational concept. In other words, when the arguments of the noun are provided the

noun phrase must have a single referent.
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Although Löbner (1985) sets this up as an alternative to a uniqueness condition, it should be clear

that the effect of the “functional noun” requirement is a local application of uniqueness — the noun

phrase is guaranteed to refer uniquely, but only when all of the arguments of the head noun are held

constant. Because Löbner introduces implicit arguments freely, this approach is able to give a purely

semantic account of many of the examples that led Hawkins (1991) to appeal to pragmatically determined

sets. For example, following mention of a house, the definite description the roof is licensed because it

has an implicit argument (the roof of x ); once this argument is filled with an appropriate anaphor, the

noun phrase as a whole will refer uniquely.12

Kadmon (1987) is particularly interested in the behavior of definites that are interpreted as bound

variables, and develops a uniqueness-based approach to definiteness that unifies bound variable definites

with other uses. In a nutshell, her proposal is that a Russellian uniqueness condition applies when all

(higher) variables are held constant.

Kadmon’s analysis is implemented in a standard version of Discourse Representation Theory (DRT).

The uniqueness condition applies to the discourse representations structures (DRSs) built from sentences

containing definite descriptions. A DRS consists of a set of variables and a set of conditions, where a

condition may be either a proposition or a complex condition consisting of one or more subordinate DRSs

combined with various operators such as negation and quantification.

Kadmon’s uniqueness condition, given in (135) below, is fairly complicated in order to deal with the

representation of definite descriptions that end up in subordinate DRSs. The details of how the condition

applies to subordinate DRSs need not concern us here. Suffice it to say that the effect is that a Russellian

uniqueness condition is applied for each definite when all variables in that DRS and all accessible higher

DRSs are held constant.

(134) BK = {X: ∃K′ accessible from K s.t. K′ 6=K and X∈UK
′}

(135) Let α be a definite NP associated with a variable Y, let Kloc be the local DRS of α, and let K be
the highest DRS s.t. K is accessible from Kloc and Y∈UK .
α is used felicitously only if for every model M, for all embedding functions f,g verifying K relative
to M, if ∀X∈BK f(X) = g(X) then f(Y) = g(Y). (p. 197)

One interesting result is that anaphoric definites also satisfy Kadmon’s uniqueness condition. Let’s

assume that every argumental noun phrase introduces a new variable, and that anaphoric links are set

up by equating variables. (This is not quite what Kadmon assumes, but it’s convenient for the sake

of exposition and should be compatible with her system.) A discourse like (136) below will have a

representation as in (137), ignoring tense.

(136) John gave me a booki . The booki is interesting.

12Löbner also assumes that his condition applies within minimal situations, rather than within the model as a whole.
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(137)
John gave me a book.

x y

x =John
book(y)

give(x,Speaker,y)

The book is interesting.

z

book(z)
z = y

interesting(z)
Kadmon’s uniqueness requirement must be met by the variable associated with the definite description

the book, namely z. The condition tells us to look at the possible values of z when the values of other

variables, namely x and y, are held constant. But since we’ve equated z to y, it’s obvious that when

we hold the value of y constant the value of z will be constant as well. Establishing an anaphoric link

clearly is one way of meeting this uniqueness condition.

Kadmon’s (1987) and Löbner’s (1985) analyses use different machinery to end up in more or less the

same place. In each analysis, the uniqueness condition is applied when other variables are held constant:

Kadmon says this explicitly, while Löbner achieves the same effect by requiring that a definite denote

a function after all of its arguments are filled. In this paper I’m going to adopt a version of Kadmon’s

approach because it uses a well-established framework which has been used for a great deal of other work

on definiteness. The proposal is consistent with Löbner’s (1985) approach.

The use of DRT along the lines of Kadmon’s analysis does lose one thing, however: the ability

to distinguish between the contributions of NPs and VPs. In standard DRT, sentences are translated

noncompositionally, and in the resulting structure no distinction can be made between the conditions

contributed by NPs and those contributed by VPs. For example, the discourse fragment in (138) below

will be represented as in (139).

(138) The dog barked.

(139)
x

dog(x)
bark(x)

The representation in (139) will be licensed as part of a larger representation iff, when higher variables

are held constant and any necessary anaphoric relations are added, there is exactly one possible value

for x. In principle, this condition will be fulfilled in a situation that contains one familiar barking dog
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and one familiar silent dog, as in (140) below. The definite description the dog should have a unique

antecedent here, namely the noisy black dog, but (140) is infelicitous.

(140) A noisy black dog and a silent white dog were in the room.
#The dog barked.

The problem, of course, is that the unique referent of a definite description is determined on the

basis of the descriptive content of that noun phrase, not on the basis of the whole sentence. Or to put it

another way, standard DRT does not capture the fact that definite noun phrases are referring expressions.

There are ways to get around this problem. One potential solution is to adopt the version of DRT

presented in van der Sandt 1992, in which sentences are added incrementally to a DRS representing

previous discourse. Farkas (2002) suggests that this system can be used to implement a uniqueness

condition on definites (among other conditions on noun phrases). There are two features of the system

that will help us get around Kadmon’s compositionality problem. First, new sentences are added in-

crementally to the input DRS containing a representation of previous discourse. That is, it is a more

dynamic system than classic DRT. Versions of Dynamic Semantics (see Chierchia (1995) for discussion

and one implementation) have this property as well, of course. The second feature that we need is for

noun phrases to be added to the DRS separately from the main predicate, so that special conditions can

be associated with noun phrases.

Given a system with these properties, it’s possible to restate a uniqueness condition in this system in

the spirit of Kadmon, and this is essentially what Farkas does:

(141) Let K’ be the DRS obtained by merging the input DRS K with the DRS Ke , and let x be in the
universe of Ke but not in that of K.
The variable x has determined reference iff for every f that embeds K it holds for every f ′, f ′′

that extend f and which satisfy the value conditions in Ke , f ′(x) = f ′′(x). (=(7))

(142) The variables associated with definite noun phrases have determined reference.

The determined reference requirement retains Kadmon’s account of uniqueness under quantification,

given standard assumptions about how quantification works. A quantifier introduces a set of auxiliary

functions, and a noun phrase in the scope of a quantifier requires each of these auxiliary functions

to be extended to a new variable. As long as the determined reference requirement is checked when

each auxiliary assignment is extended, the requirement is in effect claimed to hold when the variable

contributed by the quantificational noun phrase is held constant.

In this lightning tour of theories of definiteness, we have seen that there are many ways of saying

the same thing. Implementation varies widely, but most theories agree that definiteness has something

to do with referring uniquely or unambiguously. There is also widespread agreement that the condition

on definite noun phrases applies locally, after the domain has been restricted in some way or after other

variables have been fixed.
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Even though the various accounts we’ve considered are basically consistent with one another, they do

not all account for the full range of definite noun phrases. The familiarity- and salience-based approaches

account for demonstratives and pronouns more easily than definite descriptions, while the uniqueness-

based approaches fare best with definite descriptions and do not always extend to other definites. The

most comprehensive account in this respect is Farkas 2002, which covers definite descriptions, names and

pronouns. If the account can be extended to demonstratives, then it will account for the full range of

definite noun phrases in English.

In the next section, we’ll look at the determined reference approach to definiteness in more detail,

and consider how it can be extended to demonstratives. The determined reference approach allows a

very straightforward and natural implementation of the analysis of demonstrative descriptions developed

above. It also clarifies the relation between demonstrative descriptions and other definite noun phrases.

5 Determined Reference and Demonstratives

The central claim of the determined reference approach is that the variable contributed by any definite

noun phrase has determined reference. The definition of determined reference is repeated below; intu-

itively, a variable has determined reference if, when an input assignment function is extended to that

variable, there is no choice about the value of the variable. The variable associated with a semantically

unique description will have determined reference because there is only one entity in the model that satis-

fies the descriptive content. The variable associated with an anaphoric noun phrase will have determined

reference because, given an input assignment function that is defined for the antecedent, there will be no

choice about the value that function assigns to the variable associated with the anaphoric noun phrase.

(141) Let K’ be the DRS obtained by merging the input DRS K with the DRS Ke , and let x be in the
universe of Ke but not in that of K.
The variable x has determined reference iff for every f that embeds K it holds for every f ′, f ′′

that extend f and which satisfy the value conditions in Ke , f ′(x) = f ′′(x).

Note that the definition assumes a system in which noun phrases are first translated into separate

preliminary DRSs, then merged one at a time with the input DRS.

The determined reference condition on definite descriptions is implemented by giving a distinguishing

mark (here, an exclamation point) to the variables associated with definite descriptions, and requiring

that these distinguished variables have determined reference when they are incorporated into the input

DRS. SInce this is a requirement that definite descriptions impose on the context, it amounts to a

presupposition of the definite determiner.

(143) The Determined Reference Condition:
Let K be the input DRS and Ke be a DRS to be merged with K. If there is a variable x! in the
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universe of Ke that is not in the universe of K, merging Ke with K is defined only if x! has
determined reference.

The variables associated with some definite noun phrases have determined reference in virtue of the

conditions that the noun phrases contribute, while the variables associated with other noun phrases have

determined reference only with contextual support. Names and pronouns have inherently determined

reference, that is, their variables have determined reference regardless of the state of the input context.

The representations of names and pronouns are shown below.

(144) it
x

x = y

(145) Robin
x

x = Name(robin, w)

The representation of the pronoun in (144) abstracts away from gender and number features and

assumes that anaphor resolution has already taken place. What role is played by gender and number

features, and how the antecedent of a pronoun is chosen, are interesting questions, but for the purposes

of the determined reference condition, the important part of the representation is the equative condition

x = y. Assuming that y is in the domain of the input assignment function, this condition guarantees

that x will have determined reference. The value of x is whatever value is given to y, and the value of y

is fixed in the input assignment function by definition.

The Name function in (145) is a function that takes a name and the world of the context and returns

the referent of the name in the world. The function is fixed outside of the language; this is one way

to capture Kripke’s (1982) proposal that names are rigid designators. Since the Name function is fixed

outside of language, it also follows that the variable in (145) will have determined reference regardless of

the input context; its value depends only on the Name function.13

Definite descriptions, unlike names and pronouns, do not have inherently determined reference. The

representation of a definite description is shown in (146) below.

(146) the cat
x!

cat(x)

Whether the variable associated with a definite description has determined reference depends in part

on the descriptive content and in part on the context. If the descriptive content happens to denote a

singleton set, then the variable will have determined reference. Descriptive content like cat in (146)

does not guarantee determined reference. This noun phrase will be licensed only in contexts that have

enough additional information to ensure that x! has determined reference. Relevant contextual support
13The determined reference approach is consistent with other treatments of proper names as long as the content con-

tributed by a name guarantees that the associated variable will have determined reference.
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consists of information about pragmatic factors like salience and relevance and about anaphoric links.

For example, an anaphoric definite description will have an additional condition, x = y, representing

the anaphoric link.14 The variable x will then have determined reference for the same reason that the

variable associated with a pronoun does. I assume, following Löbner (1985), that implicit or inferred

material may also be added to the representation of a definite description; the definite description will

have determined reference when enough inferred material is added to ensure that there is no choice about

the value of the variable.

Now we’re ready to implement the analysis of demonstratives in the determined reference framework.

Earlier I proposed that a demonstrative determiner is interpreted as a function that takes two properties

and returns the unique element of the set denoted by the first property that has the second property.

In DRT terms, this is a claim that a demonstrative determiner contributes something like the following

condition:

(147) x = Intended-Referent(P 1 , P 2 )
a. P 1 : property contributed by the NP complement
b. P 2 : property contributed by the second argument of the demonstrative determiner
c. Intended-Referent : a function from properties P 1 and P 2 to entities that returns the unique

entity in the set denoted by P 1 that has property P 2 .

(148) that cat
x

x = Intended-Referent(cat, P )

The name of the Intended-Referent function is arbitrary. It’s merely a reminder that the choice of

referent of a demonstrative description is commonly thought to have something to do with a speaker

intention to refer. It’s important, however, that the function is a function, not merely the operation of

set intersection. The fact that Intended-Referent is a function ensures that a demonstrative description

refers uniquely.

Incidentally, the use of equative conditions for pronouns, names and demonstratives is for expositional

clarity; it’s not a crucial element of the analysis. Formulating a condition as an equative condition with

the variable x on the left side makes it clear that the content of the condition itself guarantees that x

will have determined reference (since its value will be whatever is given by the right side, and there will

be no room for choice). However, the conditions contributed by names and demonstrative descriptions

could be restated as predicative conditions.

Once we have this much, nothing further needs to be said about the scope facts — they follow from

standard assumptions about DRT and from the determined reference approach. Deictic demonstratives

will have widest scope simply because they are deictic. If the variable contributed by a demonstrative
14See Umbach (2002) for discussion of anaphoric definites in this framework.
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is equated with an entity in the context of utterance, there will be no room for variation. Anaphoric

demonstratives will have the same scope as their antecedents. If the the variable contributed by a

demonstrative is required to take the value assigned to its antecedent, then the value of the variable

contributed by the demonstrative will vary when its antecedent does, and at no other time. Finally, the

scopal possibilities of explicit demonstratives, as well as the scopal possibilities of semantically unique

definite descriptions, fall out of the determined reference condition. The generalization was that these

descriptions cannot take narrow scope under negation, but freely take narrow scope under other operators.

Farkas (2002) shows that variation induced by a negation operator is incompatible with the determined

reference condition. Other operators introduce specific parameters that vary — quantification introduces

auxiliary assignment functions, for example. The determined reference condition can be satisfied if a

variable depends on one of these parameters. Negation induces variation without introducing specific

parameters that vary, and this sort of variation is incompatible with determined reference.

Demonstrative descriptions are like definite descriptions in that their reference depends on substantive

descriptive content. But they are like names and pronouns in that they have inherently determined

reference. The condition in (147) guarantees that the associated variable will have determined reference,

because the Intended-Referent function is a function: once the properties are supplied, there will be only

one choice of value for x.

The picture of definite noun phrases that emerges from the determined reference approach is summa-

rized in the table below. All definite noun phrases have determined reference. At least two subdivisions

can then be made within the class of definites. One distinction is the presence or absence of descriptive

content. Here, of course, demonstrative and definite descriptions contrast with names and pronouns.

Because descriptive content can contain elements that are dependent on other parts of the sentence,

having descriptive content (or not) will affect scopal possibilities. Since this is clearly a distinction that

can be made among definites, it would not be surprising to find phenomena that distinguish definite and

demonstrative descriptions from names and pronouns, even if the phenomena in question have nothing

to do with scope.

The second distinction that can be made among definite noun phrases has to do with inherent

determined reference. Here, names, pronouns and demonstrative descriptions fall together, contrasting

with definite descriptions. This is a less obvious way to divide up the class of definites, and it is one that

we probably would not have reached without the determined reference framework. Again, if the analysis

is on the right track, then this distinction can be made among definite noun phrases it would not be

surprising to find phenomena that distinguish definite descriptions from all other definite noun phrases.
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(149)
Definite Noun Phrases: Subject to Determined Reference Condition

Names, Pronouns Demonstrative Descriptions Definite Descriptions
No descriptive content Descriptive content

Inherently determined reference Determined reference not inherent
I will conclude with two final observations about the big picture. First, it’s interesting to note that

definite noun phrases with inherently determined reference are found in all languages, while definite

descriptions are not. The determined reference approach gives us a way to understand this fact. The

definite determiner contributes only the determined reference condition to the semantic representation,

while names, pronouns and demonstrative descriptions contribute something more. Whether a variable

has determined reference is always recoverable from the context and the rest of the representation of the

noun phrase. So, strictly speaking, a morphosyntactic marker of determined reference is redundant, and

it’s not surprising that some languages do without it. The extra contributions of names, pronouns, and

demonstrative descriptions, on the other hand, are not recoverable from the state of the context, so it’s

not surprising to find that all languages have these types of definite noun phrases.

If the definite determiner marks determined reference, and other definite noun phrases have de-

termined reference, then there is no reason from the point of view of the semantics that the definite

determiner should not be used with definite noun phrases other than definite descriptions. If we look

beyond English this is exactly what we find. For example, definite articles cooccur with demonstratives

in Romanian and with demonstratives and names in Modern Greek (Giusti 1997).

The compatibility of demonstratives with indefinite articles depends on what assumptions are made

about indefinites. The analysis of demonstratives predicts that demonstrative determiners that are

analyzed as the English demonstrative determiner will be incompatible with indefinites that contribute a

nondetermined reference condition. However, if an indefinite article is taken to be semantically unmarked

(as Hawkins (1991) proposes for English), then the combination of a demonstrative and an indefinite

article will not be ruled out.15

6 Conclusion

This paper investigated the properties of English demonstrative descriptions. It began with an investi-

gation of fine distinctions among definite and demonstrative descriptions. Three kinds of demonstrative

descriptions (deictic, anaphoric and explicit) were found to refer uniquely, but to identify the referent

on the basis of something other than the NP complement. Definite descriptions were found to identify

a unique referent on the basis of the NP complement, sometimes with help from pragmatic factors.
15Sandy Chung (p.c.) informs me that demonstratives cooccur with indefinite articles in Maori.
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These observations led to a unified account of the three types of demonstrative descriptions in which the

demonstrative determiner has two arguments; the second argument is implicit in deictic and anaphoric

demonstratives and explicit in explicit demonstratives. The proposal was similar in spirit to other re-

cent work on demonstratives, but the investigation of the explicit demonstratives was novel. The scopal

possibilities of demonstrative descriptions also follow without stipulation from the analysis.

The analysis of demonstratives was then implemented in the determined reference framework. This

allowed for a better understanding of the place of demonstrative descriptions among the array of definite

noun phrases found in the language, and raised new questions about the crosslinguistic typology of

definite noun phrases.
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